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WEICON has been developing and producing various types of cable
stripper since 1967. These premium quality tools are TÜV-tested, carry
the GS seal for verified safety, and were developed taking occupational
safety and user-friendliness aspects into account. The WEICON range
includes cable strippers, cable dismantling tools, wire strippers and
various multifunctional tools for professional users.

Description
The WEICON cable dismantling tools allow all common round cables to
be stripped quickly and safely. The product family of cable dismantling
tools includes various types, which have proved to be easy to use and
to produce accurate results.

The Mini-Solar No. 3 allows all common solar cables to be stripped
quickly and easily. There is no need to adjust the cutting depth. The
integrated length scale allows solar cables of 1.5 - 2.5 mm2 (16 - 13
AWG) and 4.0 - 6.0 mm2 (11 - 8 AWG) to be stripped. The Mini-Solar
No. 3 is also suitable for NYM cables of 3 x 0.75 mm² and flexible
cables of 10 and 16 mm2 (7 and 5 AWG). The Mini-Solar No. 3 also has
an easily-accessible side cutter for cables of up to 4 mm² in diameter
(12 AWG). When the cable dismantling tool is used, an accurate cutting
form is seen during stripping.

Technical data
Cable type:
Field of use:

For all common solar cables
Solar cables with external diameter 1.5 - 6.0 mm² (16 - 8 AWG)
Working range 1.5 - 2.5 & 4.0 - 6.0 mm² (16 - 13 & 11 - 8 AWG)

Inner blade:
Additional benefits:

Glued in fixed, not replaceable
Side cutter, multi-level stripping possible,
with 2 different blade spacings, length scale

Approval/certificate:
Material:

Safety tested by TÜV NORD
Glass fibre reinforced polyamide

Length:

125 mm

Weight:

57 g
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Note
Working with WEICON Stripping tools is only permitted with potential
free wires and conductions.
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